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Dear Readers,
Welcome to the 9th issue of IDJSR. Volume 3 Issue I. This issue will reach to your systems on around
Akshay Tritiya, a very auspicious date as per Hindu Mythology. The occurrence is not merely
coincidence. This is actually the first formal issue to hit the libraries in print as well as online. To hold
something in hands in printed form still gives certain pleasure or we can say continues to give pleasure.
Actually a big segment of our readership, mostly seniors and super seniors still prefer to see it in print so
that they can hold it in their hands and read gradually as per their convenience as it is very hard for them
to read it in single sitting because of their extremely busy schedules.
Secondly, serious readings like this require contemplation as this Journal mostly deals with new ideas and
new concepts which are sometimes not digested unless not read and contemplated several times.
Slowly you observe dharma, slowly you read scriptures,
Slowly you scale mountains.
Another milestone in the journey of the IDJSR is the collaboration with Innovative Publications for
innovative, informative, augmented advertising & printing - not for generation of cash flow but for
keeping the readership aware of latest products and technology available to practicing professionals in the
field of Dentistry.
Worthy authors from India, UAE, Canada, Pakistan and USA make it a global issue in true sense.
Knowledge is not restricted to geographical or political boundaries.
Another valuable gem in the bracelet of this Journal is a special issue on Periodontology having
contributions from around the World. It is being worked within the editorial kitchen and the whole team is
very excited about it. The issue will be on the web soon.
Happy Reading!
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